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Human Animal Support 
Services, a Paradigm 
Shift in How Shelters 

Care for Animals and 
Their People

ELLEN JEFFERSON, DVM
AMERICAN PETS ALIVE!

HUMAN ANIMAL SUPPORT SERVICES PROJECT

Why HASS?
We have intractable problems

 6 million pets enter shelters every year
 1 million pets die in shelters in the name of 

"population control" 

 Modern animal services is built on the separation 
of pets from their family
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Why HASS?

We know more now.
 90% of pet owners value pets as much as their 

human family members
 92% of loose dogs are owned
 more than 75% of reclaimed dogs are found 

within a mile of their home
 there may be 5x more adopters than there are 

animals in need 
 accessibility and finances drive pet/family 

separation

Why HASS?

 We can envision a better future

We believe that unnecessary
 family separation, 

 pet institutionalization and 

 death 

must stop being used for companion animals in the 
name of population control and public safety.
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Why HASS Now?

 COVID
 Housing and Financial Crisis
 Social justice movement

The HASS project solves 
problems by….

1. Deconstructing and then re-building animal 
services to serve true need

2. Marrying shelters doing the work with the best 
minds in and out of the industry 

3. Collecting and using data instead of beliefs
4. Building a policy and decision making framework 

for all governments to use
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When the project is over, 
shelters will be able to 
reinvent themselves by…

 decentralizing services to where people and 
animals live,

 only sheltering the animals who truly need it,
 and implementing evidence based programs.

Who is working on the 
HASS Project?

Funders

36 Working Groups
Corporations
Experts
Shelters
500+ individual collaborators

206 organizations internationally
38 Pilot Shelters
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What does success look 
like?

 Benchmarks met
 Key Elements Implemented

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xaUd0Fet6a
U&feature=emb_logo

Element: Lost and Found

 The organization operates a comprehensive lost 
pet reunification service to successfully get most 
roaming pets home without them having to enter 
the shelter system.

 Benchmarks: 
 Activities in field

 Support for community members who find pets

 Neighborhood level programs (scanning, kennels, 
door to door)

 # returned in field (50%?)
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Element: Intake to 
Placement

 Pets physically entering the shelter have outcome 
pathways identified before or at the time of 
intake, so in-shelter length of stay is drastically 
reduced.

 Benchmarks:
 LOS by type of animal

Element: Keeping Families 
Together

 Pet owners can access pet support services, 
including housing, medical and behavioral 
support, as well as food and supplies, to help 
keep the human-animal family together.

 Benchmarks:
 # of pets kept in homes where owners want them
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Element: Shelter

 The core functions of the physical shelter are to 
provide emergency medical care and short term 
housing for pets with urgent needs and to ensure 
public safety and public health priorities are met.

 Benchmarks:
 # of animals housed that are owned

Element: Self Rehoming

 Pet owners who can no longer keep their pets are 
given the tools to safely and quickly rehome their 
own pets with ongoing support from shelter staff 
or volunteers.

 Benchmarks:
 # of pets rehomed without a shelter kennel

 # of pets housed in shelters only for rehoming
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Element: Field 
Services/Public Safety

 Animal control and field services protect public 
health and safety, enforce animal cruelty and 
neglect laws, and aim to address the root causes 
of animal problems. They provide support, 
information, access to care and provide 
resources to the community.

 Benchmarks
 # activities in field to support pet owners

 # of real problems

Element: Telehelp

 Remote help telehealth and telehelp services are 
available for pet owners considering surrender, 
foster caregivers and finders of pets who may be 
sick or injured. Customers can reach the 
organization quickly and easily using remote 
technologies like text, phone and web chats. 
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Element: Case 
Management

 Animal services personnel serve as trained case 
managers, helping people keep their pets; 
providing resources and support to struggling pet 
owners; and assisting owners who need to 
rehome their pets, and helping people find 
missing or lost pets.

Element: Foster

 The majority of pets who enter the shelter system 
are placed in foster homes within hours or days of 
arrival and foster pets are adopted directly from 
their foster homes.
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Element: Partnerships

Human social services agencies, public health, 
veterinary practices, rescue groups and other 
community partners work closely with the animal 
services organization, treating people and animals 
as a family unit.

Element: Community and 
Volunteer Driven

 The community and volunteers are engaged in 
every area of operations and play a key role in 
implementation and creation of HASS. 
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Element: COVID and Crisis 
Response

 Ensure government services and animal shelters 
are prepared to assist the public with the 
inevitable effects of COVID-19 and other crises.

Element: Innovate the 
Field:

 The industry undergoes a professionalization and 
IT modernization process to better meet the 
needs of people and animals in distress.
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Element: Government 
Support:

 Elected officials and government bodies 
understand the need and place value on the 
services that the Human Animal Support Services 
provides, or should provide, through policy and 
budgeting processes.

Element: Equity and 
Inclusion: 

 There is a systemic approach to increased, 
sustainable equity, diversity and inclusion within 
the animal welfare field.
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Element: Evidence Based

 Data and research is used to inform practices, 
change laws, and help people.

Please join the movement

www.humananimalsupportservices.org/get-
involved/
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